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Wherever you want
to improve customer

comfort or make work
and management easier

for hotel operators,
Legrand has solutions

for guest rooms.

guest room
management
With the room controller, different
scenarios can be set in each guest
room such as welcome scenario,
living scenario, sleeping etc.
in order to adapt the lighting
and temperature control to each
situation.

our open solutions are highly
flexible and using standard
protocols as dali, KnX®,
bacnettm over ip and Zigbee®.

building
management
With legrand’s integrated
solutions, you can use our
building management system
(bms) or any building or property
management system (pms) of
your choice to reduce the total
cost of ownership and increase
the efficiency of your building.

the room controller is fully
compatible with property
management systems (pms)
such as fidelio suite and opera.

system
integra
With le
offers
the room contr
integrated with the gl
hospitality building solutions:
- all legrand wiring de
- building management sys
- lighting management sys
- consumption measur
- access contr
- intruder alarm sys
- Video monitoring sys
- fire alarm sys
- central battery sys
- fibre optic netw

the guest room management
system is an integrated
approach which means

everything in the guest room
is interconnected.

Legrand guest room
management system
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system
integration
With legrand
offers
the room controller can be
integrated with the global legrand
hospitality building solutions:
- all legrand wiring devices
- building management system
- lighting management system
- consumption measurement
- access control system
- intruder alarm system
- Video monitoring system
- fire alarm system
- central battery system
- fibre optic network

the room controLLer
is avaiLabLe in 3 different

technoLogies: ip bacnet, knx
and Zigbee® for neW
or retrofit buiLding

ystem
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Live, it does the rest
increase guest comfort

welcome scenario
The power in the room is turned on when
the guest introduces the card in the wall
mounted key card switch.
The welcome mode can, for example:
- turn the lights on
- open the curtains
- set the thermostat to comfort mode.

remoTe conTrol

with the remote control, the guest has the possibility
of controlling several functions with a single touch.
Four different scenes can be created in order to adapt
the room atmosphere to specific situations, like
watching TV, working, relaxing, etc.

lighTing paTh
During the night, the sensor will detect guest
motion and turn on skirting lights betw
the sleeping area and entr
The guest does not hav
or activate the astronomic function to go to
the bathroom. it can be set up in the r
in addition to the astronomic function.

BeDsiDe panel
reaDing scenario: turn lights on on each side of the bed.
TV scenario: appropriate light to watch TV.
sleeping scenario: master oFF (lights, curtains,
temperature in eco-mode).
asTronomic FuncTion: use the same interface
to manage different scenes according to the time of day.
This function allows energy saving and enhances guest
comfort. For example, between 10 pm
and 6 am, night ambiance can be activated by lowering
the intensity of the light.

entrance area study area liVing area sleeping area
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the objective is to consistently
satisfy guests’ needs and
expectations in their rooms.
they will appreciate the ability
to control the lighting, the
curtains, the temperature
and the fan control unit easily
through the user friendly
interfaces. using legrand
multimedia connectivity
solutions, your guests will
be able to connect and use
their high-tech equipment
in their rooms.
the room controller is the
intelligence of the guest room.

thanks to the
Legrand room

controller, different
scenes can be

set in each guest
room for a new and
unique experience.

ort

lighTing paTh
During the night, the sensor will detect guest
motion and turn on skirting lights between
the sleeping area and entrance/bathroom area.
The guest does not have to turn on the lights
or activate the astronomic function to go to
the bathroom. it can be set up in the room
in addition to the astronomic function.

turn lights on on each side of the bed.
opriate light to watch TV.

master oFF (lights, curtains,

use the same interface
ent scenes according to the time of day.

gy saving and enhances guest
een 10 pm

and 6 am, night ambiance can be activated by lowering

sleeping area
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the legrand room controller
can be the interface between
the bms and the hotel’s pms.
this integration allows the staff
to monitor guest room status and
to adapt room settings depending
on the guests’ requests in order
to provide the highest levels
of comfort and energy saving.

improVed serVice
and comfort
the quality of the service is a key
factor in customer satisfaction.
With the legrand room controller,
you can quickly respond to your
customers’ requirements.
they will appreciate your quick
reaction and you will save time.

through the bms you can not only
see the guests’ requests, such
as ‘do not disturb’ and ‘make up
room’, but also use the main user
interface to change the tempe-
rature mode (comfort, eco, etc.),
control room scenes, display the
energy consumption level and view
the green sensitive status.

monitoring
for the bui
the bms is a global supervision
solution for ener
alarm tracking f
this application has a friendl
interface for monit
ling the different sys
legrand, and also all
system integration thr
mode (e.g. hVac, f
the system is full
with the latest indus
to enable efficient functional sys
integration, to pr
flexibility and to r
in the building use, the sys
supports the use of
tcp/ip and internet c
technologies.

the room controller can
manage the temperature,

lighting, sockets, ventilation
and curtains independently

in each room.
it can be integrated with

the building management
system (bms) and the property

management system (pms)
in order to enable a global

management of the building
and the hotel’s operations.

the room controller
offers a fully integrated
control and monitoring

system for your building
using standard

protocols such as ip
bacnettm, knx®

and Zigbee®.

guest room controL
& monitoring system
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controller
e between
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monitoring system
for the building
the bms is a global supervision
solution for energy management and
alarm tracking for all types of hotel.
this application has a friendly user
interface for monitoring and control-
ling the different systems provided by
legrand, and also allows third-party
system integration through the expert
mode (e.g. hVac, for exemple).
the system is fully consistent
with the latest industry standards.
to enable efficient functional system
integration, to provide maximum
flexibility and to respond to changes
in the building use, the system
supports the use of bacnet, ethernet
tcp/ip and internet communication
technologies.

tem

guesT room
superVision

BuilDing
managemenT sysTem

Legrand
supervision

software
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world Headquarters
and international department
87045 limoges cedex - france
tel.: + 33 (0) 5 55 06 87 87
fax: + 33 (0) 5 55 06 74 55

foLLow us
aLso on

www.legrand.com

www.youtube.com/legrand

twitter.com/@legrand
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